OEM Manufacturing Companies

If you are an OEM or Machinery Manufacturer that uses Special Custom made Hydraulic Cylinders, Catford Hydraulics can assist in designing these Cylinders or if you have drawings of Cylinders that you use in Manufacturing, we will give you a very competitive quote.

What we need is:

1) Specifications of the cylinders to enable us to supply drawings for your confirmation
2) Supply drawings for us to quote on
3) The number of cylinders you require per month
4) Paint colour code for the cylinders to ensure you have the right colour
5) Preferred time lines for delivery

The cylinders can be quoted delivered to a Melbourne warehouse in Australian dollars with no customs duties or shipping costs to pay.
The cylinder manufacturer is based in India and is a world supplier of Hydraulic Cylinders. In 2018 they manufactured over seven hundred and fifty thousand cylinders and hope to reach over one million cylinders production per year within two years.

They manufacture for JCB, Case International, Furakawa & many others.

All Cylinder Rod Chroming and Induction Hardening is done in house.

Cylinder machining tolerances are:

1) All threads machined to 2A/B specification
2) All pin holes machined to D9 tolerance
3) All machine surface finishes to 3.2 um Ra

For more information contact Charles:
Phone: 0418 641566
Email: charles@catford.com.au